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One day something appeared in the studio which looked like a cross between a 
cylinder or wooden barrel and a table-high stump with the bark run wild. It had 
evolved from a chaotic heap of various materials: wood, cardboard, scraps of iron, 
broken furniture, and picture frames. Soon, however, the object lost all relationship 
to anything made by man or nature. Kurt called it a ‘column’. 

Kate Steinitz describes the development of the Merzbau at Kurt Schwitters’ studio 

At the end of the eighteenth century French chemist Antoine Lavoisier coined the 
law of conservation: mass can neither be created nor destroyed but rather is 
constantly re-organised and transformed within space. We propose that this 
principle applies equally to the world of creative ideas. Artistic endeavour, including 
architecture, is a process of transformation and evolution. One could even argue 
that the complete set of architectural ideas, forms and narratives already exist 
(nothing is lost) — our job is to understand and adapt this inheritance. This implies 
excessive emphasis on the cult of the ‘new’ is rarely productive, rather we should 
focus entirely on adaptation. In the most pragmatic sense we can think about 
adaptation as applied to a particular building or a building type. But it can also be 
considered in the sense of cultural evolution — the idea that architecture can be 
developed through transformation from other art forms, or might itself morph into 
something else — in the way a book might be adapted into a movie. 

It is against this background that we ask the open question: how might our 
architectural response to the urgent economic and environmental pressures of 
today be informed by processes of transformation. Our ‘muse’ as we address this 
question will be the German artist Kurt Schwitters and his merz — a process of 
collage and adaptation of found objects. His merzbau, an architectural exploration 
that started in 1919 and continued for many decades, was Schwitters’ emotional 
response to the political tensions of the time, most obviously the rise of fascism. 
We will seek out similar compulsive processes that address the crises of today. 
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Nothing is Lost 
Nothing is Created 
Everything is Transformed

Merzbau, Hannover, Kurt Schwitters, Photo: Wilhelm Redemann, Antoine Lavoisier experiments in conservation of mass



 

Merz
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Merz is a term invented by Kurt Schwitters to describe a process of making that not 
only connected all things that exist, but also connected art to life. Merz started life 
as a means to make paintings through collage, but developed into physical 
assemblages and experiments with architectural space and form. The notion of 
collecting, re-using, repurposing, transforming, is newly relevant for our 
contemporary throw-away culture. We are interested in the idea that the things and 
spaces that surround us have other lives and potentialities that can be revealed 
through active processes of transformation.  

“I could see no reason why used tram tickets, bits of driftwood, buttons and old junk 
from attics and rubbish heaps should not serve well as materials for paintings; they 
suited the purpose just as well as factory-made paints…It is possible to cry out 
using bits of old rubbish, and that’s what I did, gluing and nailing them together,” 

The Merz Barn installation, 1948.. Photo Ernst Schwitters. Copyright Kurt und Ernst Schwitters Archive, Sprengel Museum, 



 

Year Overview

Term 1 consists of three phases and focuses on developing an understanding and 
thesis that addresses change, adaptation and transformation - through investigations 
into processes and physical procedures that address contemporary socio-political, 
cultural, physical and climatic phenomena in relation to urban / rural issues. 

Within the first three weeks students will experiment with the methodologies of Kurt 
Schwitters’ Merz, as well as collage and assemblage, that addresses themes of re-use 
of materials and ideas (and their transformation). Following that, students will identify a 
subject: issues initiated in Phase 1 that display some form of crisis, urgency and 
necessity for change. This will be explored through mis-en-scene — a filmed 
environment / scene created in 3d (as physical model, CGI or both). Architectural 
precedent studies will be documented to enable spatial transformation leading to the 
mis-en-scene. 
 
Explored subjects will form the basis for the selection of appropriate sites and further 
research.  Precedent studies that examine architectures that are the product of 
adaptation and transformation will inform the design of architectural strategies. By the 
end of the term students will develop their design thesis in the form of strategy. A book 
will be created to document the term’s work. 

Term 2 will lead to detailed architectural proposals through two phases. The strategy 
developed in the first term will be developed further into a thesis through Technical 
Design.  For fifth years this phase of work will inform the TS project.  Fourth years will 
however be exposed to similar methods of enquiry.  The work will involve detailed 
drawings, models and video tests. The second phase of the term will focus on Design 
Development — continued experimentation through drawing and video that will lead to 
the end of term previews.  This second phase will focus more on design issues. The 
book started in term 1 will be added to with the documentation made in term 2. 

Term 3 will consist of two phases focusing on final project consolidation and final 
documentation / representation. As well as the final portfolio sheets / plates, models, 
and videos, each student will also finalise the folio book that will be also be a designed 
document and artefact in itself. 

‘Wantee’, Laure Prouvost
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Year Overview 

Seminars and coursework

History & Theory 
Students joining Dip 1 should have an interest in art and cultural theory and have a 
desire to translate this into design. Students are encouraged to combine HTS with 
their project research and conceptual grounding.  We encourage the writing of HTS 
theses in line with unit topics. 

Technical Studies 
Structure, environment and material construction are essential and integral to the 
design process. Technical  research should be documented and collated as an 
ongoing process in order to support concepts and build a viable technical study that 
underpins the main design project. We will follow TS Option 1 that entails submission 
in the second term. Students should be aware that TS should not be seen as a 
separate study but rather is very much a part of the design process. 

Workshops and Seminars 
Term 1 and 2 will include a series of seminars / talks / workshops that will cover 
certain issues of adaptation, ideas of artists, writers and film makers in order to find 
intellectual and technical methodologies that can become both generative and 
representational. 

Study Visits 
We will initially visit some key locations in London and beyond. 

Design Portfolio 
Students are expected to collate all design material of the year into an A2 portfolio 
document. As well as this A3 volumes will also be developed and bound at the end 
of the year.This should be an on-going process of collation in order to exhibit the 
volumes at the end of the year. Folio checks will occur at the end of each term. 
Students will be expected to master in-design and elegant layout techniques for the 
folio and the final book. 

Ohio Building, moved to be re-sited, and reused following Panama Pacific Exposition 1916
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Term 1 

Phase 1—Assemblage

Weeks 2 – 4

30 September – 18 October 2019

In the first phase students will examine Kurt Schwitters’ concepts of Merz — the 
world of Dada, collage and assemblage. Found objects, reuse, repair and 
repurposing will become the lenses through which observations of phenomena, 
conditions and issues will be processed. This research will form the beginnings of 
a search for a hypothesis and brief. We will also immerse ourselves in literature, 
fine art and magical realist cinema in order to study filmic space and its relation to 
architecture and the city.

The goal of this phase is to make something material.

Seminars: Collage / assemblage and Kurt Schwitters. 
Ossian Ward
Filmic techniques, cinematic critique
James Mak

Workshops: drawing techniques, video camera / editing techniques
Material Culture
Clementine Blakemore

Visits: London museums and galleries 
Tutorials: Mondays and Fridays
Pin-up: 18 October 2019

Until finally - where the ice cracks 
A vault, reaching into darkness 
Like the x-ray image of a small, shattered hand -  
The time comes to resist, facing 
More than the usual army. 

‘Shattered Hand’ by Mary Dalton - A cento (collage poem assembled from other 
writers).
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Birds of Pray, Mixed Media, Haroon Mirza at Mother’sTankstation 



 

Term 1 continued 

Phase 2—The Mise-en-scène: 
Time, Space, Architecture and Film

Weeks 5 – 8 

21 October – 15 November 2019 

The relationship between film and architecture is well documented. Film depicts space 
in time. It has the ability to subvert time, viewpoint, composition and light in ways that 
ordinary drawing may not. As such it is an important tool to reveal concepts and states 
that exist in real space.  Time, movement, rhythm, gravity, light darkness can all be 
explored in relation to the body, the room the building and the city. The film scene has 
a power to condense an idea about a space, a feeling, a concept within a few 
seconds. The history of cinema is replete with movies that contain scenes that 
compress complex ideas within seconds — capture cultural and political 
commentaries, critical fictions that convey worlds caught between reality and 
imagination. 

Phase 2 will take elements of the previous phase and explore them further through 
visual analysis, space and place. The architectural model as film set will become the 
medium to represent the adaptational and transformational underpinnings of the 
themes being explored. Documented film and architectural precedent analysis will 
become the reference for the design of models, lighting, pacing, effects and content. 
The model set will provide the basis to explore ideas visually atmospherically as a way 
to research the developing thesis.

Seminars Filmic techniques (model making / filming / editing) 
  Joel Newman 
Workshops Drawing techniques, video camera / editing techniques 
  James Mak 
  Model Making 
Tutorials Mondays and Fridays 
Open Week 28 October - 1 November 2019 
Pin -Up  15 November 2019 

Still Life. Time lapse video, Sam Taylor Johnson
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Term 1 continued 

Phase 3—Metamorphosis

Weeks 9 -12 
18 November  – 13 December 2019 

The final phase of the term is for determining a strategy.  This is not the same as 
making a design but shares some elements of a design.  At the conclusion of this 
phase students should know what they are interested in.  They should know what 
they find problematic or contentious.  And most importantly they should have 
developed a hypothesis as to what they think is an approach to addressing the 
issue.  This can be called a thesis or a position.  It is mindfully different to gathering 
data and processing information.  It forms the basis of all technical and design work 
in term 2.  Without the strategy the design work can not progress.

The strategy is substantiated with a set of drawings and books of background 
research.  The video of phase 2 can be edited to manifest aspects of the strategy.

Seminars Film analysis - Francois Penz 
Artist Talk Nicolas Feldmeyer 
Tutorials Mondays and Fridays 
Jury   29 November 2019

Fortified amphitheatre of Arles, 1686, JB Guibert
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London Onion   
Kurt Schwitters, 1946 

     I  

               LONDON  
               Ell Ou enn De Ou enn.  
               Ell  
               Ell Ou  
               Ell ou enn  
               Ell ou enn enn  
               Ell ou enn enn  
               Ell ou enn enn  
               Ell ou enn enn  
               De ou enn  
               Ou enn  
               enn  
               enn enn  
               Ell Ou enn De Ou enn  
               enn Ou Ell enn Ou De  
               Ou Ell  
               Ou De  
               Ou Ell  
               Ou De  
               Wra.  
               Ou De  
               Wra  
               Ou Ell  
               Tackelamit  
               Wra  
               London  
               Wra 

     II  

               Onion  
               Opinion  
               Zegoday  
               Onion  
               Opinion  
               Zegodayda  
               Onion  
               Opinion  
               Zegodaydatoo  
               Zegodaydataa  
               Onion  
               Opinion  
               Zegodaydatuu  
               Zegodaydatau  
               Too taa  
               Tuu taa  
               Too taa  
               Tuu taa  
               Zegodaytatuutaa  
               Prrrr!  
               Tootagrö.  
               Te tear  
               U uncle  
               Agrrö  
               Tootagrö  
               Tootagrö mesens  
               Tootagrö mesans  
               Tootagrö tear  
               Tootagrö tear mesens  
               Tootagrö tear mesans  
               Tootagrö uncle  
               Tootagrö uncle agrö  
               Prrrr!  
               Haw item King  
               C Charley  
               D Dog  
               L Love  
               L London  
               Love London  
               I Love  
               Dog Charley  
               I Dog  
               Dog Love  
               I Dog Love London Charley.            

               Onion  
               Opinion  
               Ell Ou Enn De Enn Enn  
               Ell Ou Enn De Enn Enn  
               Ell Ou Enn De Err Err  
               Ell Ou Enn De Err Err  
               De Ou enn  
               De Ou enn  
               Ou enn  
               enn.  
               Prrrr.  
               What is yor verdict?  
               Verdict A  
               Verdict Be  
               Verdict A  
               Verdict Be  
               Ell.  
               Oh, my sweetest Toots,  
               I don´t care two hoots,  
               When I clap and clap  
               My trap on your trap!  
               Ell Oh enn De Oh enn.  
               Zegodayda!  
               Zegodayda!  
               Zegodayda!!!  
               Just in the middle or her knee  
               There I observed the fact that she,  
               Possessed a little reddisch mole  
               It was alone, just one sole.  
               And even if there had, may be,  
               Been two, which were just on her knee,  
               Just in the middle would be one  
                (In fact is does)  
               A fact that I would deg you to discuss.  
               Be ll arr Aa enn  
               Bee  
               Bee Aa  
               Bee Aa ar  
               Be Aa arr arr  
               Be Aa arr arr  
               Be Aa arr arr  
               Be Aa arr arr  
               Ell Oh enn enn  
               Ell Oh enn enn  
               Ell Oh enn enn  
               Ell Oh enn enn  
               De Ou enn  
               Arr Aa enn  
               Beran  
               London  
               Teckalamit. 
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Term 2 

Phase 1—Technical Design

Weeks 1 - 5 
6 January  – 6 February 2020 

The second term begins with the intense research into the performative qualities that 
are embedded in the design strategy: the Technical Design. Fourth year will use 
engage in this to strengthen their propositions and for Fifth year this work feeds 
directly into the TS. We will work with consultants to explore and materialise 
phenomena both invisible and visible through investigation, drawing and 
performative models. 

The work here is methodical and physical. Students will explore concepts that will be 
both atmospheric and poetic: transformation as physical and atmospheric process, 
materials and their re-use, understanding of existing buildings and sites, structural 
and environmental systems. 

We will spend time at Hooke Park in order to intensely develop ideas and to 
construct and test physical models. 

 
Seminars Technical studies overview 
  Patrick Usborne 
Tutorials Tuesdays and Fridays 
Hooke Park 10 January – 13 January 2020 
Pin Up   31 January 2020 
Open Jury 07 February 2020 
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Term 2 continued 

Phase 2—Spatial design 

Weeks 6 to 11 
10 February – 20 March 2020 

Design Development 

The second phase of the term is the heart of the design phase of work. Here we 
develop greater precision through addressing program, circulation and spatial 
disposition. The design must both reflect the potentialities of the site and the 
strategies developed in the first term. The physical experimentation initiated in 
phase one of the term will be continued and appraised. All work will be documented 
through drawings, text, photography, video and models. The design process will 
explore the way that architectural drawing is informed by the cross referencing 
between 2d, 3d and time based media technics though  

5th year TS work - material testing, performance modelling, drawings and 
documentation - should be finalised and submitted at the end of this phase. The 
portfolio book should be added to with a view to completion in term 3. Students 
should plan for he 4th and 5th Year previews which demonstrates the thesis project 
and and its representation as a portfolio. 

Seminars Drawing representation as informed by timebases media. 
Tutorials Tuesdays and Fridays 
Pin Up  28 February 2020 
4th yr previews 11-12 March 2020 
5th yr previews 18-19 March 2020 
Easter Break 21 March -19 April 2020
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Educational Complex, Mike Kelley, 1995. An assemblage of the artist’s memories of educational institutions attended, including gaps and voids
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Mezquita-Catedral de Córdoba. Re-use of building components and adaptation / transformation from Mosque to Cathedral
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Keller Centre, Chicago, Theaster Gates Archive House and Listening House, Rebuild Foundation, Dorchester Projects, Chicago, Theaster Gates



Term 3 

Phase 1—Documenting the Transformed 
Weeks 1 to 2 
20 April –  1 May 2020 

Compilation of the portfolio and completion of drawing set. All outstanding drawings need to be 
completed by the end of the Easter break. New final drawings  Folios are to be formatted and printed 
at A2 or larger. Each student will also design the portfolio booklets. We will go to Hooke park on 
return from Easter break in order to complete final models – which are fragments of the design 
project to be filmed for the final edits. 

Pin Up  23 April 2020 

Phase 2—Into the Future: Final Representation 
Weeks 3 to 6 
4 —29 May 2020 

The work to date will be appraised and documentation finally collated. The material will be the basis 
of final speculations. The idea of this work is both to better represent the ideas of the design itself 
and to speculate at a bigger scale. In other words, this phase asks the question: what is the agency 
of the project’s ideas of transformation and adaptation at the scale of the city? 

Week 4  5 May  Final Jury 
Week 6  28-29 June 5th Year Diploma Committee (Final Review) 
Week 7  3-4 June 4th Year Final Reviews 
Week 8  10-11 June 5th Year Presentations 
  12 June  Diploma Committee and Hons presentations  
Week 9  17 June  RIBA Part 2 External Examiners  
ProjectsReview Show  19 June

London Supernova: Dip 1 Extended Brief 2018-19

Jean Jaques Lequeu. 1792. Adaptation from ancient Marcus Varro’s literary accounts (116-27 BCE) of Porsena’s Tomb 



Les contes du paradis - Kurt Schwitters - Kate Steinitz 
Kurt Schwitters - Space Image Exile - Megan R Luke 
Kurt Schwitters' Merzbau: The Cathedral of Erotic Misery (Building Studies) 
London, The Unique City - Steen Eiler Rasmussen  
London, The Biography - Peter Ackroyd 
London Orbital - Iain Sinclair 
City Planning According to Artistic Principles- Camillo Sitte 
Heterotopia and The City: Public Space in Posts Civil Society -Michiel Dehaene, 
Lieven De Caute 
Architecture and The City - Aldo Rossi 
The Idea of a Town - Joseph Rykwert 
Complexity and Contradiction in Architecture - Robert Venturi 
Collage City - Colin Rowe, Fred Koeter 
Pataphysics; A useless Guide - Andrew Hugill 
Exploits & Opinions of Dr Faustroll, Pataphysician - Alfred Jarry 
Alfred Jarry; A Pataphysical Life - Alistair Brotchie 
Pataphysics: The Poetics of an Imaginary Science - Christian Bok 
Ubu Roi - Alfred Jarry 
Pataphysical Essays - Rene Daumal 
Urban Cinematics; Understanding  Urban Phenomena Through The Moving Image - 
 Francois Penz, Andong Lu 
Architecture of Image; Existential Space in Cinema - Juhani Palasmaa 
The Architecture of David Lynch - Richard Martin 
The Film Sence - Sergei Eisenstein 
Cinematography: Theory and Practice - Blain Brown 
Film Scapes; Cinematic Spaces In Architecture and The City -  
Richard Koeck 
Architecture Mysticism and Myth - William Lethaby 
Poetics of Space - Gaston Bachelard 
Void in Art - Mark Levy 
Voids: A Retrospective - Mathieu Copeland 
Formless: A Users Guide- Rosalind Krauss, Yves Alain Bois 
The Architectural Uncanny - Anthony Vidler 
Architecture and Disjunnction - Bernard Tchumi 
Surrealism in Architecture - Thomas Mical 
Expressionist Architecture  - Wolfgang Pehnt 
Mask of Medusa - John Hejduk 
Collapse of Time - John Hejduk 
The Medium Is The Massage - Marshall McLuhan 
The Illusion of the End - Jean Baudrillard 
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Temple of Solomon as imagined / reconstructed by Johann Bernhard Fischer Von Erlach, 1721
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Shedboatshed, Simon Starling, 2005. A shed is transformed into a boat floated down the Rhine and transformed back into shed.


